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The perils of abstention?
The notion that a little ofwhat you fancy does you good appears
to receive support from a recent study by Klatsky et all
from the Kaiser-Permanente programme. In a large 10-year
prospective investigation they found that mortality varied
according to the drinking habits of the individuals on entry to
the study. Four groups with different levels of consumption
were drawn from people undergoing multiphasic health
examinations, matched according to the age, sex, and race of
the highest-drinking category. The lowest mortality was found
for those consuming an average ofup to two drinks a day. With
this rate as unity abstainers had a relative risk of 1-5, those

drinking three to five drinks daily also had a risk of 1-5, and
heavier drinkers had a risk of 2. Plotting mortality risk against
consumption thus produced a U-shaped curve. Independent
confirmation of this pattern is provided by a recent London-
based study by Marmot et al,2 which, though smaller in scale
and using a different analytic procedure, also found that
moderate drinkers had a lower 10-year mortality than either
non-drinkers or heavier drinkers. Other studies,33 4too, have
reported a U-shaped relation. Nevertheless, if it were possible
to recruit adequate samples of drinkers at higher levels of
consumption the results would probably show not a linear but
an exponential increase in mortality with increasing intake,
much as has been shown for cirrhosis of the liver5: the "U"
might be a "J."
Whatever the details, it seems paradoxical that anyone's

life might be shortened by the absence of a toxic substance such
as ethanol. The picture changes, however, when cause-specific
mortality rates are considered. It then emerges from the studies
of both Klatsky et all and Marmot et a12 that the excess mor-
tality among abstainers is largely due to an increase of cardio-
vascular deaths, the frequency of which steadily declines with
increasing daily consumption within the range of levels
represented. This trend has been much explored by other
workers, with conflicting results. Conversely, other causes of
mortality-among which cancer and violent deaths figure
prominently-increase with increasing daily intake, and about
this relation there is general consensus in published work.

Several points need clarification before the Kaiser-
Permanente findings' can be properly evaluated. Firstly, the
categorisation of drinking habits is exceedingly crude with no
attempt at verification, and there is no evidence that persons
remained within their initial drinking category over the 10
years of follow-up. Given that people tend to drink less as they
age,6 7 the stability of drinking practices over such a period
could hardly be expected. These considerations, however,
would tend to blur rather than accentuate the differences
among the initial subgroups. A second major query concerns
smoking, which is relatively heaviest among drinkers. Both
Klatsky et all and Marmot et a12 went to some lengths to
analyse their data carefully for smoking. The Americans
found the U-shaped alcohol mortality curve present at each
smoking level, except, oddly enough, among those who had
never smoked. Marmot et al, using a multivariate technique,
again found the association between alcohol mortality to be
largely independent of smoking. A third consideration is that
those individuals already suffering from alcohol-related
damage or suffering from any other illness at entry to the
study may have given up drinking as a consequence. Klatsky
et al had information at least about past heavy drinking and
reanalysed their data with attention to those with and without
such a history; for both groups the same curve was obtained.
In a supplementary analysis8 the London group distinguished
those taking any medications or with symptoms of diabetes,
cardiovascular, or chronic respiratory disease and contrasted
them with the supposedly healthy remainder. Similar findings
emerged for both samples, though interestingly the highest
mortality of all was found in the so-called "unhealthy ab-
stainers."

So far, then, the claim for an association between mortality
and abstention holds up, but three further considerations
remain. The first of these is age. Klatsky et all reported on a
cohort whose mean age at entry was 44, while no one below 40
was admitted to the study by Marmot et al.2 Yet (for insti-
tutionalised alcoholics) the maximum effect of alcohol on
mortality is in the first and not the second half of life. Thus in
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effect both studies were investigating a cohort of survivors.
The importance of age was confirmed in the Californian work
in that the relation of alcohol use to mortality was clearest
among those aged under 50 and was relatively weak among
those over 60, though details were not given.
The matter of social class is at least of equal importance.

Again, the Californian study identified that the light drinkers
were of higher educational level than other subjects; they may
therefore have had better jobs and a generally better life style.
Since at least for diagnosed alcoholics social class has major
effects on both total and cause-specific mortality,9 10 this vari-
able must be controlled. Finally, there remains the vexed issue
of the special characteristics of abstainers. Only 60/ of men in
England and Wales describe themselves as non-drinkers,6 and
they differ from the rest of the population with respect to mari-
tal state, social class, occupational category, and where they live
as well as age. In the United States the abstainer is an equally
complex figure, but if the stereotype of the white, Protestant,
ambitious, and upwardly striving teetotaller retains any
validity it may well apply to those unusual Californian men
who do not drink alcohol.

Until these uncertainties are resolved the reason for the dif-
ferential mortality between abstainers and light drinkers
cannot confidently be ascribed to the alcohol alone. There are
certainly no grounds for exhorting non-drinkers to start tip-
pling for the benefit of their health.

N KREITMAN
Director,
MRC Unit for Epidemiological Studies in Psychiatry,
University Department of Psychiatry,
Royal Edinburgh Hospital,
Edinburgh EH1O 5HF
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Hair-raising notions and
lotions
Attempts to provoke the pale, smooth, bald patches of alopecia
areata into regrowth by making them red and angry have a
natural appeal. In their turn Willan, Bateman, and Hebra all
insisted that the skin had to be roused into activity and to do so
used various alcoholic and ethereal fluids, some containing
phenol or cantharidin, rubbed into the scalp with a stiff brush.
Dermatologists persisted with these and other ways of irritating
the skin but with waning enthusiasm, and in 1967 Percival1 was
able to sum up the general feeling with his sensible but negative

point that "counter-irritants do not interfere with regrowth,
and the patients' natural despair at a policy of inactivity is
relieved by their use." The disease continued to run its own
eccentric course without being influenced by the activity of the
physicians.2 But now, strange as it may seem, modern know-
ledge about the immunology of alopecia areata has reawakened
the desire to redden and anger the patches.

Alopecia areata looks most at home in the autoimmune
group of disorders, but it has not yet earned full membership.
Reports abound of its association with other autoimmune
diseases,3 but away from the clinical context things are still less
than clear cut. Antibodies to follicle antigens have not been
convincingly identified, and even the deposits of IgM in the
intercellular spaces of the external root sheaths of affected hair
follicles4 have not always been found.5 In addition, circulating
concentrations of IgM have been reported as raised,4 and as
lowered,6 and there may7 or may not8 be an association with a
specific HLA type. Some workers have recorded an increased
prevalence of organ-specific autoantibodies in alopecia areata,
particularly those directed against thyroid and parietal-cell
antigens9; but this finding has not been universal.'0
Of all the immunological features, the lymphocytes, looming

large in alopecia areata, have most invited "stimulation."
Small numbers of circulating T lymphocytes," 12 an increased
proportion of T cells with receptors for IgG, and increased
antibody-dependent and cell-mediated cytotoxicity have now
been reported."3'4 Lymphocytes make up the bulk of the
spectacular infiltrate to be seen in the early stages of the
condition, hanging like swarms of bees around the hair bulbs;
and their presence in the skin prompted Rosenberg'5 to apply
the strong contact sensitiser dinitrochlorobenzene, hoping to
stimulate lymphocyte accumulation in the scalp and hence
perhaps to eliminate the stimulus producing their aggregation.
Skin so treated becomes suitably red and angry, as befits an
allergic contact dermatitis. Other workers have since confirmed
that a prolonged episode of contact dermatitis induced by
dinitrochlorobenzene can often cause regrowth,'6 though
advancing different theories why this should be. Their reports
have usually included striking photographs of patients with
alopecia totalis, whose chance of spontaneous regrowth of hair
must have been small, with their hair growing mainly on the
treated half of the scalp. Worries about percutaneous absorp-
tion of dinitrochlorobenzene'7 and its possible mutagenicity
have led to the use of other powerful allergens, such as
primula,'8 with much the same effect.

Photographs of half-head regrowth, however, once graced
descriptions of the merits of more old-fashioned remedies,'9
and before any elaborate theories can be based on the specific
effectiveness of an allergic type of contact dermatitis we have
to know that simple irritant dermatitis of a similar intensity
does not work just as well. Unfortunately, direct comparisons
between dinitrochlorobenzene and dithranol, long used in
alopecia areata, have been hard to interpret. If the two
substances are applied to different areas of the same scalp an
unusual contact allergy to dithranol may be induced.20
Dinitrochlorobenzene seems to be more effective than the
irritant substance croton oil,2' but encouraging regrowth has
also been produced by dithranol, applied by itself and acting
only as an irritant.22
Has the wheel turned full circle? Probably not, but there

are now reports of those who cannot make dinitrochloro-
benzene achieve any worthwhile regrowth,23 of hair falling out
again during the course of treatment,24 and of tolerance
developing to dinitrochlorobenzene.25 The gaze of some may
already be shifting to the early reports of other possible
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